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1. INTRODUCTION 

Introduction and qualifications  

1.1 My name is James Douglas Marshall Fairgray.  I have a PhD in geography from the 

University of Auckland, and I am a principal of Market Economics Limited (“ME”), an 

independent research consultancy. 

Experience 

1.2 I have 35 years’ consulting and project experience, working for commercial and public 

sector clients.  I specialise in policy and strategy analysis, the geography of urban and 

rural economies, assessment of demand and markets, and the evaluation of outcomes 

and effects, in relation to statutory objectives and purposes.   

1.3 I have undertaken over 900 studies throughout New Zealand, analysing the economies 

of regions and districts, and examining key sectors of the economy – retail, services, 

travel, housing, leisure, local government, infrastructure, transport and commercial 

property. 

1.4 Four areas of my experience are most directly relevant to this case: 

(a) urban spatial economies. I have studied the influence of the geographic  

patterns of business activity and households; the economic processes which 

drive demand-supply interactions; and the consequent outcomes - especially 

business location and household travel patterns – which affect urban 

efficiency, sustainability and amenity matters, of relevance to the RMA; 

(b) urban centres. I have researched centres and their roles within urban 

economies. In many studies throughout New Zealand, I have analysed the 

structure of centres, their mix of retail, commercial service and public sector 

activities, their spatial structures, and how they service communities and 

catchments. My analyses draw from an extensive knowledge base – from a 

combination of field studies and comprehensive datasets covering consumer 

behaviour (community socio-economics, consumer shopping and travel 

patterns), and patterns of business activity – together with analysis of core 

economic processes. I have studied individual centres, and networks of 

centres and their spatial structures within urban economies, to show how their 

location and scale affects consumer travel patterns, and business activity; 

(c) business activity.  I have studies the processes of business decisions, and 

the determinants of location and activity choices. My studies cover the roles of 

the business sector within urban economies, particularly the effects of 
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business location decisions on urban dynamics - individually, and in aggregate 

as urban land use patterns, and urban form outcomes. I have had a particular 

focus on business interactions, and the dynamics of consumer:business 

interactions, especially for the retail and service sectors; 

(d) Population and households. I have researched the socio-economic 

characteristics and household structures which influence consumption, 

behaviour patterns and location choices. My studies include the nature of 

urban growth, residential location preferences, consumer patterns, and 

household travel behaviour. I have researched how individuals and 

communities use and value centres within urban structures, and how 

communities derive social and functional amenity in the urban environment. 

1.5 Many of these studies were undertaken in relation to the RMA purpose of promoting 

sustainable management, and enabling people and communities to meet their needs, 

and required assessment of both processes and outcomes. The broad scope of 

sustainable management demands careful consideration of the processes by which the 

business sector and the household sector, through their actions, contribute directly and 

indirectly to each aspect of the Act’s purpose. This requires good understanding of 

those economic and social processes themselves, including their spatial dynamics and 

interactions among different sectors, and how – in combination with planning provisions 

- they are likely to affect outcomes and environmental results. The location of activity, 

relative to other activities, has a major influence on both processes and effects, 

although generically the effects of relevance to the Act are driven also by the nature, 

scale and timing of an activity, in conjunction with its location.  

1.6 These matters highlight the need for a comprehensive approach, especially in major 

urban areas where there are substantial positive and negative externalities affected by 

urban form and the patterns of business and people activity. In my experience, it means 

that for any assessment – whether it is for a specific project, or to underpin the 

development and review of a statutory plan – there is a requirement to consider 

processes as well as outcomes, and to take account of spatial aspects, scale and 

timing, as well as the type of activity involved – all with due regard to the wider context.     

1.7 This applies especially to the urban environment, where sound knowledge of urban 

spatial economies is critical to be able to assess likely urban form outcomes, and to 

then identify how major contributors to urban sustainability – including travel and other 

efficiencies – and societal wellbeing – including amenity and accessibility – may be 

affected. Sustainability and wellbeing are directly interlinked, with the community’s 

functional amenity (accessibility, convenience and costs of meeting needs, choice and 
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opportunity for multi-purpose activity) and social amenity (people interaction, senses of 

place and community) and directly influenced by travel efficiency and accessibility.  

1.8 The provisions of the Act, particularly the references to trade competition and trade 

competitors, also demand careful consideration as to the boundaries of what may 

legitimately be considered. In this regard, understanding of the nature of business and 

household activity is very important, especially as to which aspects of business activity 

may be regarded as trade competition, and the point at which consumer or community 

responses to the environment defined by business sector actions can be regarded as 

externalities or consequent effects, and so able to be considered in relation to the Act’s 

purpose. In particular, much of the trade competition component tends to arise from the 

nature of an activity, rather than its location, whereas many of the externalities or 

consequent effects arise from its location, in my experience. 

1.9 These matters are at the core of this case. At issue are the likely effects and outcomes 

of a proposed set of policies affecting urban growth – the direct and consequent land 

use outcomes - in terms of sustainability and societal wellbeings (i.e. social, economic, 

cultural and economic).  

Code of Conduct 

1.10 I have read the Code of Conduct for Expert Witnesses contained in the Environment 

Court Practice Note (updated 1 December 2014) and I agree to comply with it. My 

qualifications as an expert are set out above. I confirm that the issues addressed in this 

statement of evidence are within my area of expertise. I have not omitted to consider 

material facts known to me that might alter or detract from the opinions expressed. 

My Involvement in Previous Hearings 

1.11 I have undertaken a wide range of retail and urban growth studies in Christchurch over 

the last 20 or so years, and I have presented several statements of evidence which are 

relevant to this topic. 

Variation 86 

1.12 In relation to Variation 86 to the Christchurch City Plan, I presented evidence in 2005 (at 

the Council hearing) and in 2007 (at the Environment Court hearing). Variation 86 

sought to reinforce a centres-based urban form strategy for Christchurch, by limiting the 

amount of retail activity which could establish in industrial areas (Business 4, Business 

3 and 3B zones) and other “out-of-centre” locations. It was introduced in response to 

the rapid dispersal of retail into the industrial areas, especially the Business 4 zone, 

following the relaxation of retail location provisions in 1999.  
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1.13 I undertook extensive analysis of household demand and retail supply patterns and 

demand-supply interactions. This included analysis of retail development patterns 

evident post-1999, and examination of the role of centres in providing consumers 

access to a range of goods. I examined the likely outcomes of a centres-based future, 

compared with a more dispersed retail pattern, and considered different future urban 

forms for Christchurch City. I supported Variation 86, on the basis that a centres-based 

retail pattern is consistent with outcomes of urban sustainability and amenity, and will 

enhance societal wellbeings. 

PPC1 

1.14 In February 2009, I prepared a statement of evidence to the Environment Canterbury 

hearings on proposed Plan Change 1 to the RPS (“PPC1”).  In my evidence, I 

supported the general intent of PPC1 with respect to the Key Activity Centre (“KAC”) 

concept, as a centres-based urban form is most likely to enhance urban efficiency and 

sustainability, and amenity. Such outcomes require that the network of KACs be well 

located geographically to service the community, with the centres’ scale and roles being 

broadly in balance with the demand in their service catchments.   

1.15 However, I questioned the underlying analysis offered in support of PPC1 and 

expressed my concerns that the KAC network of centres as proposed was not optimally 

located to service community demand. Consequently, the network as proposed would 

be likely to result in travel inefficiencies and reduced amenity and sustainability. I also 

expressed concern at the high level of priority which would be afforded to KACs 

compared to other non-KAC centres, and the risk of disparity in levels of service 

afforded to communities in the catchments of KAC centres compared with non-KAC 

centres. In June 2009, I prepared a supplementary statement for the PPC1 hearing, 

where I presented modelling results from the Christchurch Centres Model to illustrate 

my concerns about the proposed KAC network - not that the proposed network was 

wholly wrong, but that there were a number of anomalies which needed to be 

addressed.   

Stirling 

1.16 In 2010, I was engaged by Christchurch City Council in relation to a proposed retail 

development by Mr T Stirling in Durham St. I considered the implications of retail 

development outside the centres structure provided for in zonings, especially the 

aggregate effects on urban form and the centres strategy of multiple out of zone 

developments over time. I concluded that out of zone developments could undermine 

the urban form objectives from aggregate effects, even where their individual marginal 

effects on the centres strategy were not significant. 
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PC22 

1.17 In August 2009, I presented evidence to the Council’s commissioners hearing on 

PPC22. I examined the role and scale of the proposed Styx Town Centre, which in 

conjunction with the existing Northwood Supa Centa would establish a very large centre 

in Belfast in northern Christchurch City. I expressed my concerns that development of 

such a centre, which would provide capacity well in excess of what the Belfast 

catchment could sustain, would be contrary to the travel efficiency and wider 

sustainability provisions in the City Plan. It would also impact on Rangiora and Kaiapoi, 

acting to undermine the RPS objectives (in PC1) for greater retail and service self-

sufficiency in Waimakariri District, and impacting adversely on associated objectives for 

amenity and wellbeing. In 2010 and 2011 I presented evidence on PPC22 to the 

Environment Court. I undertook comprehensive analysis of the likely effects of the 

proposed centre, and I draw on key aspects of that analysis in Section 3 below. 

Other Evidence to the IHP 

1.18 I have previously presented evidence to the Panel in relation to housing intensification 

on behalf of Christchurch City Council. 

1.19 In relation to this topic, I am also presenting evidence on behalf of Kiwi, Scentre and 

Progressive Enterprises Limited.  

2. SCOPE OF EVIDENCE   

2.1 I have been asked by counsel for Waimakariri District Council (“WDC”) to consider 

Chapters 15 of the proposed Replacement District Plan (“pRDP”), in relation to likely 

effects and outcomes for retail and service activity and the greater Christchurch centres 

network, and the implications for community enablement and urban form.  

2.2 On April 8 2015, following submissions and consultation, Council released a revised 

marked up version of Chapter 15.  For this evidence, I have drawn on that April 8 2015 

document as the most recent version of the pRDP, rather than the earlier notified 

version. 

2.3 In preparing this evidence, I have read the statement of Mr Bonis, and evidence for the 

Council of Mr Heath, Mr Osborne, and Mr Stevenson. I have read the Statement of 

Issues prepared by Council (2 March 2015). 

2.4 I participated in expert conferencing on March 30 for which I provided a Will Say 

statement, and I signed the joint statement. 
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2.5 I focus mainly on Chapter 15 of the pRDP, and the objectives and policies for 

commercial activity, as well as the rules.  The objectives and policies are the primary 

influences on commercial activity, which provide the context for the rules which 

underpin them. 

2.6 WDC’s submissions on the pRDP address rules relating to the Belfast commercial core 

zone, which provide the basis for evaluating the future expansion of the Belfast centre. 

The rules are detailed in the evidence of Mr Bonis, including changes proposed in the 

April 8 version.  Broadly, they set size (floorspace) thresholds for office activity and 

retail activity specifically, and for non-residential activity generally. Rule 15.2.4.3.5 sets 

out the basis for assessing expansion of the Belfast centre beyond the thresholds with 

regard to effects on the recovery of the central city, on other district centres, and on 

Rangiora and Kaiapoi centres, and on the enablement and accessibility of communities.  

2.7 AMP (1187) has made submissions on the pRDP, seeking that the size thresholds and 

timing requirements be removed. The matter is identified as Commercial Issue 17 

(Statement of Issues, Commercial and Industrial Proposals, 2 March 2015).  The 

Council’s Statement of Issues paper summarises the matter as: 

(a) Commercial Core Zone (Belfast). Also known as the Styx centre 

Consideration of the provisions as notified having regard to changes in the 

environment and policy framework since the Environment court decision of 

2012 

2.8 Council’s summary is useful, as it identifies the core aspects relating to the policies and 

rules for the Belfast centre.  The policies and rules stem from the Environment Court 

decision on PPC22. At issue is whether the policy framework has changed, and/or the 

environment has changed, to the extent that the proposed policies and rules are not 

consistent with the pRDP, and/or are not required because the environment has 

changed materially since the Court’s decision. 

2.9 With regard to changes in the policy framework, I have considered the consistency of 

these rules with the objectives and policies of the pRDP (as at 8 April 2015), taking into 

account differences between the operative Plan and the pRDP. I do this in Section 3. I 

have examined the basis of the objectives, policies and rules, in relation to key 

processes and outcomes which affect how the urban spatial economy functions.  

2.10 The rules set thresholds as to the amounts of floorspace which may be developed as 

permitted activities, up to specific points in time. They also establish criteria as to the 

conditions under which those thresholds may be exceeded. The basis for the rules is 
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that by linking the centre’s future expansion directly with the growth in population and 

households’ needs in the areas which it can efficiently serve, a better outcome is likely 

in relation to sustainably managing the urban environment. That objective is not unique 

to the Belfast centre, rather it applies generally across the network of centres in greater 

Christchurch. 

2.11 I then consider the Court’s decision, as based on the then operative Plan. In Section 4, I 

summarise the assessment of effects which would arise from the distribution of 

population and households relative to the pattern of retail and service supply, and the 

implications for enablement and efficiency, contributing to sustainability. 

2.12 With regard to changes in the environment, I have considered (in Section 5): 

(a) the recent patterns of population and household growth, and the projected 

growth, especially in northern Christchurch City and Waimakariri District. This 

is because the geographic distribution of population and households relative to 

patterns of retail and service capacity is an important driver of effects;  

(b) the patterns of retail and service activity in the recovering economy, and 

particularly the outlook for the recovery of the central city.  

2.13 In Section 6, I draw together these matters to consider any changes in the policy 

framework and/or the environment, and whether these materially affect my earlier 

assessment in relation to the Belfast centre. 
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3. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

3.1 In this evidence I have considered Chapter 15 of the proposed Christchurch 

Replacement District Plan (“pRDP”), in relation to likely effects and outcomes for retail 

and service activity and the greater Christchurch centres network, and the implications 

for community enablement and urban form. 

3.2 From my assessment, I draw three main conclusions. The first is that the pRDP policy 

framework represents continuation of the framework in the operative Plan, in relation to 

commercial activity, the understanding of the key processes through which centres and 

patterns of activity affect urban efficiency and community enablement, and provisions 

seeking to avoid adverse effects arising from inefficient patterns of development.  

3.3 Second, I consider that the outlook for the market environment in the northern areas of 

Christchurch is not materially changed from that expected at the time of the 

Environment Court hearing of Plan Change 22.  

3.4 Third, and following from my first two conclusions, I consider that hearing, the 

Environment Court’s 2012 decision remains relevant and appropriate.  

Policy Framework 

3.5 The operative Plan has a strong centres-based approach with the objective of creating 

and maintaining an efficient and sustainable urban form.  It seeks to integrate land use 

and transport planning to achieve travel efficiency, consolidate retail and services 

activity in centres to efficiently meet the needs of the population and business sector; 

and carefully careful considers new retail development to avoid impacts on the viability 

and amenity of centres. The importance of urban form and function is explicit in specific 

references in a range of objectives and policies relating to business activity. 

3.6 The centres-based approach promotes the concentration of most retail and service 

activity into commercial centres and business retail parks which together form a network 

of centres that are well located to provide good accessibility to goods and services, 

opportunities for interaction, and places of vitality.   

3.7 The operative Plan recognises that patterns of land use are a principal determinant of 

outcomes and effects, and that the distribution of retail activity relative to the household 

sector is particularly important in terms of the effects on accessibility, efficiency and 

amenity. That is, the location of economic activity is a major influence on urban 

efficiency and sustainability, and the well-beings sought in the RMA.  
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3.8 In my view, the key provisions in the pRDP represent a continuation of the framework in 

the operative Plan.  Many of the same key issues are acknowledged, in relation to 

commercial activity, the roles of centres and patterns of activity affect urban efficiency 

and community enablement, and provisions seeking to avoid adverse effects arising 

from inefficient patterns of development. The pRDP policies continue to reflect that 

centre development scale and location are important determinants of effects on other 

centres in the network, including on centres in adjoining districts. How patterns of 

commercial development relative to the distribution of population affect enablement, 

accessibility, travel efficiency and urban sustainability are, if anything, set out more 

explicitly in the pRDP. 

3.9 On that basis, I consider that the policy framework has not changed to the extent that it 

is inconsistent with the specific provisions in the pRDP which stem from the 

Environment Court’s decision in 2012. 

Market Environment 

3.10 I have examined estimates of current population and projections of expected future 

growth from 2012 and 2015 and compared them with the 2010 Statistics NZ (“SNZ”) 

projections which underpinned my initial analysis. 

3.11 That comparison shows that the most recent SNZ medium population projection (2015) 

for Christchurch City is lower than 2010 projections throughout the period to 2031, 

however for both Waimakariri District and Selwyn District the latest projections are 

higher than in the 2010 series. The total population projected for the three TLAs 

combined is also lower than previously projected until about 2019, though higher from 

about 2020, as faster growth in Waimakariri and Selwyn Districts offsets the population 

loss and slower growth in Christchurch City.  

3.12 At a more detailed geographic level, the most recent projections indicate more growth is 

now expected in northern Christchurch in the areas closest to Belfast, than the earlier 

projections. The latest information for northern Christchurch city and Waimakariri 

District represents change in detail, however, it does not significantly alter the current 

and expected future situation in the areas around the Belfast centre. 

3.13 In my view, the most recent population and household information, and the most recent 

projections do not represent a material change to the environment in which the Belfast 

centre was evaluated for the Environment Court hearing.  
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3.14 Having considered the proposed policy framework, and the most recent market outlook, 

I consider that the Chapter 15 provisions relating to retail growth generally, and 

especially pertaining to the development of new KACs, are generally appropriate. 

4. THE POLICY FRAMEWORK 

4.1 I examine first the policy framework, as it applied at the time of the Environment Court’s 

decision under the operative Plan, and as it would apply in the future under the pRDP. 

The issue is whether the policy framework under the pRDP would be substantially 

different from operative Plan.  

Operative Plan 

4.2 I summarise here the key provisions pertaining to centres and retail activity, urban form, 

and the environment for development. A core aspect is the centres-based approach to 

retail with a network of centres located to offer convenient access, and contributing to 

accessibility and enablement, travel efficiency, and community amenity outcomes. 

4.3 The Plan seeks an efficient and sustainable urban form through:  

(a) integration of land use and transport planning to achieve travel efficiency; 

(b) consolidation of retail and services activity in centres which are individually 

and collectively located to efficiently meet the needs of the population and 

business sector; 

(c) careful consideration of new retail development to avoid impacts on the 

viability and amenity of centres.  

4.4 The Issues section recognises the key relationships between urban form and transport 

and travel efficiency, and the consequent links with sustainability, and amenity. 

Relevant issues include how the distribution of people and activities will affect transport, 

and how city form affects the efficiency of services, energy consumption and 

sustainability in physical and social terms.  

(i) The Issues for Christchurch: 3.15 Transport. “Transport and land use are 

both interconnected and interdependent...the distribution of people and 

activities in the City has a major effect on transport demands. Policies which 

affect the distribution of people and activities will therefore have effects on 

transport.”  

(ii) The Issues for Christchurch: 3.17 City form and design. “The form which 

the City develops will affect how efficiently services are provided and energy 
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is consumed, and whether the urban environment is sustainable in physical 

and social terms.” 

(iii) Summary of city form and design issues: “a. The shape and form of the 

future city and the distribution of activities within it, that will best minimise 

resource use, promote enhanced amenities, and assist with the long term 

sustainability of the City;”   

4.5 The Plan provisions recognise the significance of urban form and especially the location 

of retail and service activity on urban efficiency, amenity and sustainability. They 

enunciate a desired urban form which is centres-based, and provides for a network of 

centres which cumulatively enhance sustainability and amenity outcomes. The 

environmental results anticipated include
1
: 

“a central city and suburban centres that meet the needs of the community for social 

wellbeing by providing a focus for community activity and social interaction while 

enabling convenient access to a wide range of goods and services.” 

“a distribution of business activity that reinforces strategic objectives and policies for 

the city, including the urban consolidation strategy and the transport statement and 

associated strategies”  

4.6 The importance of urban form and function is explicit in specific references in objectives 

and policies relating to business activity, including:  

(a) “provides the community with convenient access to goods, services and 

opportunities for social interaction”
2
 

(b) “..centres provide for a wide range of public and private services to the 

community...their function....and their amenity and associated vitality are 

important, as is ….their accessibility” 
3
 

(c) “minimising unnecessary trip generation”
4
 

(d) “ensuring the function, vitality and amenity of those existing centres”
5
 

(e) “encouraging consolidation of commercial activity”
6
 

(f) “efficient use of the transport network”
7
 

(g) “limits adverse effects on people and communities who rely on the central city 

and district centres for their social and economic wellbeing” 
8
 

(h) “ease of access to such centres”
9
 

                                                
1
 Section 12 Business - Environmental results anticipated 

2
 12.1 Distribution objective: explanation and reasons 

3
 12.1 Distribution objective: explanation and reasons 

4
 12.1 Distribution objective: explanation and reasons 

5
 12.1 Distribution objective: explanation and reasons 

6
 12.1.2 Policy: Distribution of Commercial Activity 

7
 12.1.2 Policy: Distribution of Commercial Activity 

8
 12.1.2 Policy: Distribution of Commercial Activity 
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(i) “distribution of centres with good proximity to living areas (particularly any 

areas of medium density housing), safe and efficient access appropriate to the 

classified road network”
10

 

(j) “provide for the outwards expansion of suburban centres...appropriate in terms 

of their location in relation to the existing distribution of business activity and 

population”
11

 

(k) “While it is desirable to minimise travel demand, communities require 

convenient access to goods, services and essential facilities. They also require 

a focal point to create opportunities for community development and identity.”
12

 

(l) “Application of this policy will be of particular importance when assessing the 

size and function of any proposed new commercial centres. “new centres 

would usually be within new catchments of principally residential activity” 
13

 

(i) “… potential cumulative effects of any new commercial centre on the existing 

distribution of commercial activity in the city, and effects upon people and 

communities who rely upon these centres, will need to be assessed…”
14

 

(m) “...the function and amenity of the central city and district centres and related 

effects on people and communities that rely on these centres for their social 

and economic wellbeing..
15

”.  

4.7 The centres-based approach for retail and service activity has two key elements, for 

function and location: 

(a) Concentration of most retail and service activity in commercial centres and 

business retail parks;  

(b) Centres which individually, and collectively (as a network) are well located to 

provide to the community good accessibility for goods and services 

(enablement), opportunities for interaction, and places of vitality.   

4.8 The operative Plan sets out the outcomes which are sought, and also recognises the 

economic and social processes which will contribute to these. The outcomes are 

defined mainly as objectives and as expected environmental effects, and to some 

degree in the related policies. The economic and social processes which operate in 

urban economies are expressly acknowledged, mainly in Plan explanations and 

reasons.  This is especially important because effects of direct relevance to the RMA 

often arise from these processes in operation, and these were generally taken into 

account when the Plan was developed, and guide the understanding of issues, as well 

                                                                                                                                                  
9
 12.1.2 Policy: Distribution of Commercial Activity 

10
 12.1.5 Policy: New Commercial Centres 

11
12.1.6 Policy: Expansion of suburban centres 

12
 12.1.5 Policy: New commercial centres, Explanation and reasons 

13
 12.1.5 Policy: New commercial centres, Explanation and reasons 

14
 12.1.5 Policy: New commercial centres, Explanation and reasons 

15
 12.1.4 Policy: Cumulative effects of Commercial Activity 
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as objectives and policies which have been formulated. Broadly, the outcomes sought 

arise from the combined influences of: 

(a) what activities are enabled in different locations; 

(b) the economic and social processes at work in the urban economy (the core 

drivers of the business sector and the household sector); 

(c) the land use patterns which result; 

(d) the consequent interactions within and between sectors.  

4.9 The Plan recognises that patterns of land use are a principal determinant of outcomes 

and effects, and core provisions guide and enable patterns of land use, and associated 

patterns of economic activity. The focus on land use, while inevitable for a District/City 

Plan developed by a Territorial Local Authority (TLA), is consistent with recognition of 

the four generic drivers of the effects of any activity – the nature, the scale, the 

location, and the timing – in relation to other activities. Land use patterns have a very 

strong influence on overall effects, because they help determine the aggregate or 

cumulative effect in any area, and the inter-relationships among different activities. The 

distribution of retail activity relative to the household sector is particularly important in 

terms of the effects on accessibility, efficiency and amenity. 

4.10 While these matters may seem self-evident, they relate directly to the key aspects of 

retail and centre development, whose patterns strongly influence Christchurch’s urban 

form.  Effects arise from the location, scale and timing of retail and service activity in 

relation to the communities it would serve.  

4.11 Two main threads are apparent in the Plan in relation to outcomes sought for centres 

and the distribution of retail and service activity. One thread highlights the beneficial 

outcomes which the Plan seeks to achieve. The other highlights effects which the Plan 

seeks to avoid. Both are important. Traditionally, when the effects of new retail 

developments have been evaluated, the focus has been on the second thread. Studies 

have examined the direct and consequent impacts on other nearby centres, from direct 

retail sales impacts and flow on effects. This focus is partly because the retail and 

related impacts of new developments are more tangible and easier to estimate.  

4.12 There has been less attention to the wider urban form outcomes of any new 

development, and how these are likely to affect urban function (especially spatial 

interaction), efficiency and sustainability. These outcomes may be significant. Urban 

form outcomes arise from new development put in place in one location, and also from 

business sector responses to development, or enablement, usually in other locations. 

The resulting patterns of activity affect how the city functions, including peoples’ travel 
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efficiency, their enablement through accessibility, and social amenity including 

interaction and vitality.  

4.13 The Plan recognises that centres, as a key component of Christchurch’s urban form, 

enhance efficiency, amenity and enablement outcomes. Plan provisions highlight the 

importance of centres and the centres network generally in achieving these objectives. 

4.14 The provisions recognise the matters and underlying processes within the spatial 

economy, which affect efficiency, amenity and sustainability.  Simply, the location of 

economic activity (residential, business and government) is a major influence on urban 

efficiency and sustainability, and the well-beings sought in the RMA. Because centres 

are the location of most retail and service businesses within the economy, they have a 

major direct influence on how this economy functions, and on the nature and efficiency 

of interactions between suppliers and consumers of goods and services.   

4.15 The positive contribution of centres to urban planning objectives stems from both 

individual centres and the centres network as a whole. The Plan recognises that 

commercial and retail centres do not function in isolation, and the scale and nature of 

development in one location typically has impacts on the size, functions and 

development of other centres in the network. This highlights the relevance of effects of 

any proposed development both on the catchment and community which it will serve, 

and also on other centres and their communities of interest. 

4.16 The success of any network of centres in contributing to key objectives of urban 

efficiency, sustainability and well-beings depends - inter alia - on the location, the size 

and the functions of each centre individually, and the structure of the centres network as 

a whole, in relation to the distribution of demand or community needs.  

4.17 The benefits from the centres network are enhanced when it is able to efficiently meet 

the needs both of the population - in terms of access to goods and services - and the 

business community including the public sector - in terms of the opportunity to provide 

outlets to service demand. In centres, this applies particularly to retail and service 

businesses
16

. 

4.18 This understanding of the contribution of urban form to efficiency, sustainability and 

amenity is neither new, nor unique to Christchurch. It is reflected in modifications to 

regional policy statements and/or district plans over the past decade (for example, in 

Auckland, Hamilton, and Wellington) to strengthen centres as a component of urban 

                                                
16

 Similarly, PC#1 to the RPS provides for a strongly centres-based approach, including the priority afforded to 
proposed KACs, which is generally consistent with the provisions of the City Plan. It recognises the importance of 
the network of centres in aggregate to service community needs. 
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form, and for stronger recognition of the influence of land use patterns of travel 

efficiency and sustainability, and community amenity. The importance of well designed 

cities in spatial terms is widely recognised internationally
17

:  

“Transport needs can be reduced and satisfied by lower costs and with 

lessened impact on the environment by applying strategies which result in a 

spatial distribution of activities which shortens travel distances and prevents 

excessive concentration of the demand for transport.” 

Proposed Replacement District Plan 

4.19 The pRDPrecognises these matters. In particular, it recognises the critical role of 

commercial activity and commercial centres (Objective 1, a). It is strongly centres-based 

in relation to retail and commercial activity, and including the importance of a network of 

centres of varying roles and sizes (Objective 2, a).  

4.20 This includes recognition of the importance of enabling centres’ growth through 

intensification
18

 and expansion
19

,  and of the efficient use of centres and their ongoing 

viability
20

. 

4.21 There is specific acknowledgement of the matter of centres providing convenient 

access to the communities they serve
21

, and the contribution of centres to achieving a 

compact urban form
22

. The key interface between patterns of commercial activity and 

transport explicitly acknowledged
23

. 

4.22 These matters are also covered in key policies, including: 

(a) The roles of centres as focal points for business and communities
24

  

(b) The relationship between centres’ roles and the catchments they serve
25

 

(c) The key role of the central city, and the importance of its recovery
26

 

(d) The importance of district centres as focal points of activity, serving wide 

catchments from accessible locations
27

 

                                                
17

 15 September 2000, UNCHS (Habitat) Submission – Energy and Transport, CSD-2001 
18

 Objective 2,a,i 
19

 Objective 2, Policy 5 
20

 Objective 2,a,ii 
21

 Objective 2,a,v  
22

 Objective 2,a,v 
23

 Objective 2,a,vii 
24

 15.1.1.1 Policy 1 - Role of centres - a 
25

 15.1.1.1 Policy 1 - Role of centres - a 
26

 15.1.1.1 Policy 1 - Role of centres – a, i 
27

 15.1.1.1 Policy 1 - Role of centres – a, ii 
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(e) The roles of neighbourhood centres offering a range of activities, and 

accessibility to their surrounding residential catchments
28

 

(f) The role of local centres catering for the needs of their immediate residential 

areas
29

. 

4.23 The policies also reflect understanding of the importance of the location and scale of 

centres, in regard to potential effects of new developments on the established centres 

network, and the relationship between the centre capacity and the geographic 

distribution of the population. In this regard, 15.1.1.2 Policy 2 pertains to two substantial 

centre developments as KACs, the Halswell centre and the Belfast centre, such that 

their development is “easily accessible to the surrounding area…[and] …integrated with 

the transport network and be developed … to avoid adverse effects on the safe, 

efficient and effective functioning of the road network.”
30

 

4.24 Policy 2 also sets a requirement for development within the Halswell KAC to be “to a 

scale that protects the central city’s role as the region’s primary commercial area and 

ensures the role of District and Neighbourhood centres within the city and commercial 

centres in Selwyn District are not significantly adversely affected
31

”.  Similarly, there is a 

requirement for development within the Belfast/Northwood KAC to “discourage the 

development of office and retailing at the Styx Centre in excess of the identified total 

retailing and office caps so as to ensure: 

A. that the central city's role as the region's primary commercial area is 

protected following the Canterbury earthquakes of 2010 and 2011; and 

B. that the role of other district centres within the city and commercial centres in 

adjoining towns are not significantly adversely affected
32

”. 

4.25 This policy explicitly recognises that centre development scale and location are 

important determinants of effects, including on other centres in the network, including 

on centres in adjoining districts. 

4.26 In my view, the various provisions in the pRDP in combination generally continue the 

intentions in regard to commercial development. This is particularly with regard to a 

centres-based strategy, and recognition of the how patterns of commercial development 

relative to the distribution of population affect enablement and accessibility, and travel 

efficiency, which contribute to urban sustainability.  These inter-relationships are, if 

anything, set out more explicitly in the pRDP. 

                                                
28

 15.1.1.1 Policy 1 - Role of centres – a, iii 
29

 15.1.1.1 Policy 1 - Role of centres – a, iv 
30

 15.1.1.2 Policy 2 - Comprehensive approach to development of the Halswell and Belfast Key Activity Centres,  
a, ii and iii 
31

 15.1.1.2 Policy 2 - Comprehensive approach to development of the Halswell and Belfast Key Activity Centres,  
b, i 
32

 15.1.1.2 Policy 2 - Comprehensive approach to development of the Halswell and Belfast Key Activity Centres,  
c, ii 
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Economic Basis of the proposed Plan 

4.27 I now address the question of whether the pRDP provisions in relation to the centres 

network provide a sound economic basis, and are consistent with the purpose of the 

RMA. For this, I examine key influences which in combination with Plan provisions 

largely determine the effects of centre development, as follows: 

(a) The economic drivers of business activity which underpin centre development, 

and influence business responses in other locations. I consider the commercial 

development and retail sectors most directly relevant to centres. I focus on 

development decisions to provide capacity for retail and service businesses, 

the location decisions by retail and service providers to occupy such built 

capacity, and the implications for retail and service supply patterns; 

(b) The other main influence is the economic and social drivers of people and 

communities. These affect patterns of people activity, and changes in people 

activity in response to changes in patterns of retail and service supply, which 

are enabled by the Plan and implemented by developers and operators. The 

supply pattern sets the available choices to access goods and services, and 

directly influences people’s responses and activity patterns. At a broader level, 

the supply pattern influences accessibility and community enablement, and the 

roles of centres as places of people interaction and vitality. People’s 

responses to that future urban form will account for most of the outcomes and 

effects which are important to Plan objectives, with respect to accessibility and 

enablement, travel efficiency and amenity.  

4.28 I examine these main influences in summary here. I also consider the nature of change 

in the urban environment, and I examine the basis for assessing the importance of 

effects.  

Economic Drivers of Business Activity  

4.29 The economic drivers of business activity act in combination with what is enabled in the 

Plan. These economic processes drive land use patterns by influencing both property 

development and retail location decisions.  Commercial property development and retail 

and service location decisions are closely inter-related, although the core drivers are not 

identical. 

Commercial Property Sector 

4.30 Development of centres (and commercial property generally) occurs in the expectation 

that retail and service operators will take space as tenants. The developer may be the 

long term investor in the centre, or on-sell it to other investors, often mainstream 

shopping centre operators. Generally, there is benefit from maximising the size of the 
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development opportunity (within the broad bounds of market size), because this 

improves competitive advantage vis a vis other centres, as follows: 

(a) large size generally enhances the centre’s attractiveness to potential tenants, 

as they stand to benefit from the combined drawing power of multiple retail 

and service outlets, and a wider range of goods and services; 

(b) large centre size also acts to reduce the attractiveness of competing centres 

as alternative locations for potential tenants; 

(c) it increases the prospects of securing tenants for the centre, especially major 

or anchor tenants. This facilitates the task of attracting a full tenant list, and at 

the same time reduces the tenant pool available for competing centres, as well 

as reducing development risk, and often improving access to finance or 

investment.  

4.31 The opportunity to develop to a relatively large scale is often important, as size 

enhances the future competitive strength of a centre. Even if actual development of a 

centre does not fully utilise this potential in the short term, the size of the opportunity will 

influence important decisions by retail and service operators, and by other developers. 

This is especially the case for a developer or intending centre owner who has no 

ownership stake in directly competing centres.   

4.32 This incentive to gain competitive advantage through maximising the potential size of 

one centre may easily conflict with planning objectives which take the broader 

perspective of the centres network as a whole, and potential benefits and costs for both 

the local community and other affected communities. 

Retail and Service Sector 

4.33 Retail and service operators have a different set of influences. In one respect, they are 

broadly aligned with developer objectives as to large centre size, because retailers 

benefit from the overall drawing power of a centre, which is directly related to centre 

size. However, this does not necessarily mean retailers want to maximise the size of 

their own outlet. Their general objective is to secure the opportunity for a viable outlet to 

serve the perceived market. Key aspects include:  

(a) The retail and service market is finite, and available spending power will 

sustain a level of supply within a range (supply expressed as floorspace 

capacity, employment or outlet numbers) in the medium term. This does not 

mean there is a precise level of supply for any market, however it does mean 

that supply and demand tend toward a balance or equilibrium. One important 

implication is that it is generally not possible to keep adding more capacity 
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without there being some consequent reduction in capacity elsewhere. This 

applies to all retail sub-sectors as a whole (for example, apparel outlets), and 

directly influences retail and service operators, especially those with chains or 

networks of outlets; 

(b) Retail and service operators generally seek to maximise their market coverage 

from the minimum number of viable outlets, also taking into account their store 

operation parameters, market growth prospects, and the location and size of 

competing stores; 

(c) Store location decisions typically involve making choices from among a set of 

candidate locations, as operators seek the best network to serve the market. 

Most operators do not have the option of an outlet in every centre, given the 

finite nature of the market. A new location opportunity may mean a net addition 

to a network, or a rationalisation where the new store can replace one or more 

existing stores.  

(d) For any operator, the situation is typically dynamic as opportunities arise, 

although in the medium term lease commitments generally act to limit their 

flexibility to act. 

(e) There are many components to the retail and service markets, with wide 

variation among store-types in operating economics including sustainable 

outlet size. Some store-types occur very frequently, especially smaller outlets 

such as dairies and pharmacies, while other types are much less numerous, 

especially larger outlets such as department stores. As a consequence, some 

store-types are present in a high proportion of centres, others are present in 

fewer, generally larger, centres or only in CBDs. 

4.34 These features of the development, retail and service sectors have important 

implications for urban planning: 

(a) First, the patterns of retail supply are determined predominantly by the 

decisions of developers to provide capacity, and retail and service operators to 

occupy this capacity, within the scope offered by statutory plans; 

(b) Second, decisions by developers and operators about one location will also 

directly affect decisions about other locations, whether by those same 

operators or others in their sector; 

(c) Third, the market is finite, and the dynamics act to keep demand and supply 

more or less in balance, within the constraints of market knowledge, and 

opportunity to adjust supply levels (by openings and closures);  
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(d) Fourth, decisions by operators are also affected by direct market effects, 

including anticipated sales impacts from new development on existing 

capacity; 

4.35 This means that potential development of a centre – including its enablement through 

zoned capacity, as well as its actual development - is an important influence on retail 

and service supply patterns, because of its direct effects on location and investment 

decisions. For these reasons, an important part of planning is to understand these 

processes and anticipate the effects and responses by the sectors themselves, as well 

as the consequent effects on people and communities. 

4.36 In my view, the pRDP generally recognises these processes, and how they influence 

urban form outcomes – especially the location of retail and service activity – and the 

effects arising from that urban form.  

4.37 The potential development of new centres, including the Belfast centre and the Halswell 

centre as identified in the pRDP will directly influence retailers’ decisions on how to 

service the northern Christchurch and Waimakariri District markets, and southwestern 

Christchurch and Selwyn district markets, respectively. Retailers seeking to serve those 

market will need to make decisions on outlet numbers, and make choices among the 

candidate centres. Influencing these decisions will be the expected overall drawing 

power of each centre compared with other candidate centres. 

4.38 The size of new centres will influence their attractiveness both because of the centre 

size per se, and because a larger centre will act to reduce the relative attractiveness of 

smaller centres, including those in neighbouring districts. This is one reason for staging 

centre development.  

4.39 This is particularly so where market size is limited, currently and into the future. My 

analysis of the proposed Styx town centre (for the 2011 hearing) showed that if it were 

fully developed by 2021 as proposed, it would provide enough capacity to cater for all of 

the projected retail market growth in the northern Christchurch (Belfast-Redwood) and 

Waimakariri District and southern Hurunui District market by 2021.  That factor would 

discourage investment in retail space or outlets in other locations, simply because there 

will be intense competition from the high level of capacity relative to market size, and 

mean that new development in other locations would be less likely to be viable, and 

therefore less attractive. 

4.40 In a market where floorspace supply is high relative to the market size, then the lowest 

risk location is generally the largest centre, because it will still be expected to have large 
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market share and attract more sales relative to other centres. This would make the 

largest candidate centre especially attractive to smaller outlets. 

Economic and Social Drivers of Household Activity  

4.41 The other main influence (see 3.2, above) is the household sector response to retail 

and service location patterns. These patterns directly affect community accessibility, 

and therefore enablement, and correspondingly influence household travel, as well as 

the roles of centres as places of interaction and vitality.  

4.42 Consideration of the travel effects relates to both the travel patterns themselves, and 

how these should be considered in the RMA context. One philosophy is that because 

people are generally able to choose among shopping destinations, then their travel 

patterns simply reflect how they choose to best meet their needs. The benefits (of 

accessing goods and services) can be assumed to outweigh the travel costs (time, 

vehicle costs, fares, etc), otherwise consumers would not undertake the travel. As a 

consequence, the overall outcome can be considered as net positive in terms of 

people’s wellbeing, even if the travel cost is relatively high (that is, the travel pattern is 

relatively inefficient).  

4.43 Therefore, it is contended that the (any) outcome is consistent overall with the RMA 

purpose because the net outcome for community wellbeing must be positive, and any 

additional resource costs which arise from a less than efficient travel outcome are 

outweighed. Moreover, it is contended that this is part of the effect of trade competition 

among retail and service operators, and beyond the ambit of the Act. 

4.44 I have examined that view very carefully, and I disagree with it. My detailed analysis of 

household travel and shopping behaviour, and the economic drivers of retail 

development and store location shows that people’s travel patterns to meet their needs 

are determined fundamentally by the available options, which result from the decisions 

by the development and retail/service sectors. Accordingly, people’s travel behaviour 

does represent their decisions on how to best meet their needs but within a constrained 

set of choices determined by business decisions over which they have no direct 

influence, and only indirect influence through the statutory planning process. As a 

consequence, the matter of travel efficiency is quite clearly an externality or third party 

effect, arising from business decisions and Plan enablement, which is of direct 

relevance to the RMA. I consider it is not appropriate to ignore it as being part of “trade 

competition”. 

4.45 My view is based on three main reasons. First, there is very strong evidence – both 

empirical and conceptual – that New Zealand households seek efficiency in their private 
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travel, including their shopping travel. It is clearly evident in the high proportion of multi-

purpose tours (home to home trips) and the strong geographical concentration of travel 

around places of residence. 

4.46 Second, households have a limited number of choices among shopping destinations. 

For any shopping trip, whether shopping-only or part of a multi-purpose trip, the 

available choices are determined by the range of goods and services present in each 

accessible destination. Not all retail and service types are represented in every 

destination, so not all destinations are suitable candidates for every trip. The most 

common choice is the destination which is most convenient (usually the least trip travel 

distance or time, including any other trip purposes) and which is likely to offer the 

required goods or services. This choice is determined by where the relevant outlets are 

actually located. In this respect, shoppers are clearly “takers” of the shopping options, 

rather than “makers”. 

4.47 These aspects are fundamental to most trips involving shopping. Certainly, there are 

many elements to shopping, including choice and variety among goods, varying price 

levels, and different combinations of goods or services sought on each shopping trip. 

Shoppers exhibit their own brand preferences, price trade-offs and so on, shop for a 

variety of reasons including leisure and social interaction, and their individual shopping 

behaviour may be quite varied as to destination.  

4.48 However, these aspects all apply within the limits of where the shopping opportunity 

exists. A shopper who elects to shop at a particular brand, The Warehouse for example, 

has a choice set which is the number of The Warehouse outlets within that shopper’s 

acceptable travel range. That choice set is determined by the decisions of The 

Warehouse Ltd as to the appropriate locations for its network of stores to serve the 

wider market. Part of those decisions is consideration of the distribution of the 

household market, including a desire to locate in a place which is convenient for the 

intended service area. Nonetheless, the shopper who wishes to exercise that brand 

choice has options determined by business decisions. The same general limitation 

applies to every other shopping trip – simply, consumers can shop only where there are 

shops (ignoring, for the moment, the Internet). 

4.49 For these reasons, in my view, the effect of retail location on household travel efficiency 

is clearly an externality. People and communities have shopping choices, but their 

choices are limited, and are determined by the combination of plan enablement and 

business decisions. Therefore, impacts on accessibility and travel efficiency are 

externalities, which consumers bear in aggregate from development and location 

decisions. Even if location decisions are deemed trade competition (which over-
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simplifies the situation, in my view), the effects on consumers are outside trade 

competition. This also applies to effects on centre amenity 

4.50 The third reason is that the pattern of retail and service activity itself is unlikely to be 

optimal in terms of providing accessibility to the consumer market. Consumer 

accessibility is an important influence on location decisions, but there are many other 

factors which also influence operators’ choices. This combination of limited consumer 

choices and a supply structure which reflects a range of influences, is very unlikely to 

result in an efficient pattern of consumer travel. 

4.51 Taking into account the nature of the economic influences which affect urban land use 

patterns (especially retail and service activity), and how these influence both 

accessibility and amenity, I consider: 

(a) Household travel efficiency is directly affected by business location decisions 

and plan enablement, as land use patterns largely determine accessibility; 

(b) The travel responses to access required goods and services is an important 

externality of these decisions, as households in the community seek to best 

meet their needs from the limited choices available from the supply structure; 

(c) The role of centres is also directly affected by business location decisions as 

well as plan enablement, both through the range of retail, service and public 

sector activities, and the influences on consumer travel and people activity, 

and centre vitality. These contribute to centres’ functional and social amenity; 

Accessibility and community enablement 

4.52 Household travel is a direct consequence of accessibility. Community accessibility to 

goods and services is a key aspect of enablement, whereby people and communities 

are able to provide for their needs, an important matter specified in the RMA. The logic 

is simple: 

(a) An important part of peoples’ enablement is the accessibility of goods and 

services to meet their everyday needs; 

(b) Generally, where goods are highly accessible, then people are able to meet 

their needs for low or minimum cost. An important aspect in the Plan is 

convenient access to goods and services; 

(c) Since the location of retail and service capacity relative to the population is 

important for accessibility, an efficient centres structure is a key part of 

community enablement. 
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4.53 It is important to recognise that accessibility needs to address more than just utilitarian 

aspects, such as the travel distance to the closest source, since people derive value 

from choice and variety among available goods and services. Choice and variety are 

greater at larger centres, and since the market will not sustain large centres in all 

locations, there are inherent trade-offs between simple travel convenience and relative 

value of goods and services.  

4.54 Nonetheless, accessibility is an important aspect of community enablement, and is 

directly relevant when assessing the pRDP because of the likely effects on patterns of 

retail and service capacity. 

Balanced Network 

4.55 Such effects are influenced by individual centres, and also the network of centres city-

wide.  Christchurch’s centres-based approach is to enhance sustainability and amenity 

outcomes in the urban environment. Its success is based on not just the concentration 

of retail and service activity in the centres structure, but also on a network of centres 

which collectively serve the urban community. 

4.56 The geography of this network – the number of centres, their location, their size and 

their range of functions – is a critical influence on accessibility and travel efficiency, 

overall urban efficiency, and therefore sustainability. Generally, accessibility and travel 

efficiency are enhanced when the centres network as a whole is in relative balance with 

the distribution of demand for goods and services – that is, in balance with the 

distribution of the population.  

4.57 It is important to understand what ‘balance’ implies. The natural tension between 

demand-side and supply-side economic factors, means that urban economies are not 

made up of a cluster of self-sufficient catchments, each serviced by a centre of just the 

size and make-up required to meet all of the needs from its ‘own’ catchment. Rather, 

the urban economy comprises a series of overlapping and nested catchments, from 

which consumers meet some of their needs from local centres, some from district 

centres, some from sub-regional centres, and some from the CBD.  

4.58 Consumer travel efficiency is generally enhanced where centres are broadly in line with 

the demands arising in their natural catchment (that area for which it is the closest 

centre), and is undermined where a centre or group of centres are significantly out of 

kilter with their catchment needs. Thus, if a centre is considerably smaller than the 

needs of its natural catchment could sustain, then consumers are forced to travel further 

than necessary to meet their needs, and the locally available amenity aspects are low.  
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4.59 Conversely, if a centre is considerably larger than the demands of its natural catchment, 

then to be viable it needs to draw a high share of its custom from longer distances, and 

from the natural catchments of other centres. This is generally less efficient in travel 

terms, because it means longer average travel distances and travel time. It also means 

aspects of social amenity and people interaction are strong for the local area, but more 

distant communities are under-served. 

Nature and scale of effects in urban environment 

4.60 As well as understanding the processes which underlie the effects of the pRDP, it is 

important to recognise their context, and especially the appropriate basis for evaluation 

of effects in the urban environment.  

4.61 The issue arises because in large urban economies, such as Christchurch, effects can 

seem to be very small when examined in the context of the whole economy. This raises 

the risk that adverse effects can be downplayed or ignored simply because they are 

small in percentage terms, and it is difficult to justify that an effect is more than minor or 

significant when it may amount to (for example) less than 0.5% in the city-wide context. 

4.62 Accordingly, when considering effects and evaluating their significance, it is important to 

understand the scale of change and impact in the urban environment. A very high 

proportion of the changes in large urban economies occur through many relatively small 

individual developments. Some are locally significant but it is rare for any to have 

effects which can be considered more than minor or significant at the city-wide level, in 

percentage terms. Nevertheless, adverse effects can arise from the cumulative effects 

of many small changes which are very significant in aggregate.  

4.63 One consequence is that adverse effects on such aspects as accessibility, travel 

efficiency, and amenity often arise gradually, through a sequence of individual 

developments each with a small effect which is not considered significant enough to 

warrant declining an application. That issue is recognised specifically in the Plan, 

including through reference to cumulative effects of retail location.   

4.64 This characteristic of urban economies has often been afforded inadequate 

consideration in the planning process, in my view. In many instances, there has been 

an inappropriate focus on the marginal effects of an individual development. These 

direct impacts have been afforded greater weight than the contribution to cumulative or 

aggregate effects.  

4.65 In the past, consent authorities often have had difficulty declining or deferring individual 

retail developments, because the impacts, while adverse, are considered small in the 
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context of the city or district.  However, since the retail and service patterns which 

contribute to urban efficiency and amenity outcomes result from the combined effects of 

many individual developments, then it is appropriate to focus on each development’s 

contribution to the cumulative effect, at the city-wide level.  

4.66 Generally there are two aspects of any impact or effect – its direction, and its 

magnitude. In my view, the more important of these is the direction of the effect, which 

shows whether it is consistent with a district or regional plan. The magnitude of the 

effect is important, but of less concern than the direction. 

4.67 Accordingly, where a plan seeks certain urban form outcomes, careful consideration 

needs to be given to the potential impact of even single developments which do not 

assist in achieving these. In evaluating the likely effects of this proposed development, 

the key indicator is whether these effects are consistent with or contrary to the Plan. 

Summary 

4.68 The foregoing summary is important for understanding the nature and status of effects 

which arise from retail and service location patterns, and the potential effects of retail 

and centre developments. In particular: 

(a) the provisions of the City Plan are consistent with the economic processes in 

the urban spatial economy, and recognise in general terms the likely outcomes 

from the combined effects of these processes and what is enabled in the Plan; 

(b) recognising those processes is critical to understanding the likely outcomes of 

scale of development, for both the direct effects on land use patterns – retail 

and service location – and consequences for urban sustainability and amenity. 

4.69 In my view, the policy framework under the pRDP represents continuation of the 

framework in the operative Plan, in relation to commercial activity, understanding of the 

key processes through which centres and patterns of activity affect urban efficiency and 

community enablement, and provisions seeking to avoid adverse effects arising from 

inefficient patterns of development.  

4.70 On that basis, I consider that the policy framework has not changed to the extent that it 

is inconsistent with the specific provisions in the pRDP which stem from the 

Environment Court’s decision in 2012. 
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5. CHANGES IN THE ENVIRONMENT  

5.1 In this section, I consider the other aspect, as to whether changes have occurred or are 

expected which would represent a material difference in the outcomes which were 

anticipated at the time of the Environment Court hearing. These could arise in two main 

areas: 

(a) First, if population and household growth in the northern areas of greater 

Christchurch has been or is now expected to be substantially greater than 

previously anticipated, to the point where the adverse effects of an imbalance 

between the distribution of capacity and patterns of community demand were 

not significant; and 

(b) Second, if the recovery of the central city in particular has been or is expected 

to be faster than previously anticipated and/or the level of damage was less 

than previously estimated. 

5.2 To establish the context, I summarise first the assessment which I provided for the 

Environment Court hearing. The key elements were: 

(a) Substantial expansion was proposed for the Belfast centre, through the 

development of the Styx Town Centre on a site immediately adjacent to the 

existing Northwood Supa Centa (across Radcliffe Rd) and the existing New 

World supermarket (across Main North Road). The proposed development 

was up to 45,000 m
2
 of retail and other commercial space on the site. The 

existing capacity of some 27,200 m
2
 (25,300m

2
 in the Supa Centa

33
 and 

1,900m
2
 in the New World) would have meant that a very large centre of 

around 72,200m
2
 would be enabled at Belfast; 

(b) This centre would have provided much greater retail and service capacity than 

would be demanded by the current and future population of the area which the 

centre could service efficiently. As a consequence, the centre would need to 

draw custom from a very wide catchment. 

(c) If development at that scale was enabled, then it would reduce the prospects 

of recovery and further growth in the centres of Kaiapoi and Rangiora, in 

particular. One likely consequence would be lesser development in those 

centres, relative to the Belfast centre. 

(d) That would result in a less efficient outcome for household travel in northern 

Christchurch and Waimakariri District, in particular, because the pattern of 

retail and service supply would be out of kilter with the geographic distribution 

of population and households.  
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 NZ Property Council Shopping Centre Database 2010 identifies a total area of 31,230m
2
, including a total retail 

area of 29,053m
2
. The 25,300m

2
 was adopted for the hearing. 
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(e) Such an outcome would be contrary to the objectives and policies of the 

Christchurch Plan. 

(f) Over time, the imbalance could be expected to progressively reduce, as future 

population growth occurred in northern Christchurch and Waimakariri District. 

Market growth generally would reduce the imbalance between capacity and 

demand in northern Christchurch itself, while market growth in Waimakariri 

would increase the prospects for growth in capacity in Rangiora and Kaiapoi.  

(g) Recognising that scale and timing important, and that proposed centre out of 

kilter with the patterns of demand, the Court decision was to enable 

development at the Belfast centre, but also to stage it and cap the scale of 

development. 

5.3 Based on my analysis, I expected that adverse effects would flow from the likely 

significant imbalance between patterns of supply, and the distribution of the population. 

Such effects will vary over time, and would progressively reduce as the population 

increases and better balance ensues between supply and demand. Those matters 

underpinned my recommendations as to development timing and staging, and the scale 

of the proposed town centre, as submitted at the Council hearing, and as proposed to 

the Environment Court. 

5.4 The February 2011 Christchurch earthquake exacerbated the likely effects of the 

supply-demand imbalance in northern Christchurch and Waimakariri. This was because 

damage to dwellings and commercial properties in Kaiapoi especially and Rangiora 

meant there would be both lower demand (including population loss from the Red Zone) 

and additional cost as well as time delay in reinstating commercial capacity. The 

recovery of those centres was considered to be potentially sensitive to the scale and 

speed of development at Belfast. 

5.5 The earthquake devastated the Christchurch central city, with substantial loss of built 

floorspace capacity, including reduction in retail and hospitality capacity, and closure or 

relocation of many businesses.  

5.6 For the resumed hearing of the Environment Court in October and November 2011, I 

examined the expected effects of the earthquake on population and households, and 

the future growth outlook. I also examined the implications of the effects on the central 

city, in relation to its potential rebuild, the nature and timing of the recovery, and the 

potential for centre development to affect the rebuild of the central city. 
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5.7 The Court’s decision was to apply development thresholds for retail and office to the 

proposed Styx centre. These were applied in the then operative Plan, and are now 

contained in the pRDP. 

5.8 These issues are still directly relevant to the pRDP, and to the rules which specify time 

thresholds and capacity thresholds for retail and office development on the Styx site.  

5.9 The thresholds applying to the Styx development would enable the Belfast centre to 

expand to approximately 37,200 m
2
 of retail space prior to July 2017, and 47,200m

2
 

from July 2017.  Including office space (threshold of 8,000m
2
 until February 2020, and 

12,000m
2
 thereafter), the total threshold of non-residential floorspace is specified as 

45,000m
2
. This would mean the total capacity of the Belfast centre could be 78,220m

2
 

(comprising Supa Centre 31,320m
2
 plus New World 1,900m

2
 plus Styx centre 

45,000m
2
.  

2015 Population and Household Outlook 

5.10 A key element of my analysis for the Court hearing was the distribution of population in 

northern Christchurch and Waimakariri District, and the growth outlook. This is because 

population and household numbers make up the predominant share of spending on 

retail and services, largely determining the market size in any catchment area. 

Businesses and tourism account for minor shares of total spending on retail and 

services. My analysis of the retail market included all three components. 

5.11 Prior to the 2011 earthquake, projections of population and households in each part of 

Christchurch were based on the Statistics New Zealand (“SNZ”) February 2010 

projection series. It was evident that the 2011 earthquake would affect the size of the 

resident population - since some residents would leave Christchurch temporarily or 

permanently because of the earthquake – the geographic distribution of the population 

– because damage and red-zoning meant that some areas were no longer suitable for 

residential purposes – and the prospects for future growth in the population – because 

of the outflow, and the effect of reduced housing capacity and job opportunity on in-

migration. 

5.12 Subsequent to the earthquake, during 2011 my company developed TLA-level 

population and household growth scenarios for Christchurch City Council, for different 

levels of initial impact and future re-growth. I also prepared estimates of the expected 

temporary workforce which would be recruited for the rebuild and recovery process. I 

drew on these scenarios for my supplementary statement of evidence to the Court. My 
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analysis included estimates of population and household growth in northern 

Christchurch City, as well as in Waimakariri District. 

5.13 I concluded that the extent of the change in growth outlook did not materially alter 

my findings and conclusions which had been based on the earlier 2010 SNZ 

projection series, other than to emphasise the importance of caution because I 

expected a smaller and slower growing market34. 

5.14 Subsequently, Statistics New Zealand has prepared two projection updates. One was 

released in October 2012 which focused on Christchurch City, Waimakariri District and 

Selwyn District because of the effects of the earthquakes. The second was released in 

February 2015, and provides new projections for all regions and TLAs, based on the 

results of the 2013 Census. I have examined those projections, and compared them 

with the 2010 SNZ projection which underpinned my initial analysis. The comparison is 

summarised in Table 4.1. 

Table 4.1: Comparison of Statistics New Zealand Medium Population Projection Series 

for Christchurch City, Waimakariri District and Selwyn District 2010-2031 

 

5.15 The table shows that the most recent SNZ medium population projection for 

Christchurch City is lower than previously projected (February 2010), throughout the 

period to 2031
35

. The difference is around -22,900 persons by 2016 (-5.8%) and -

18,200 persons by 2018 (-4.6%), with growth thereafter gradually offsetting the 
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 The 2010 and 2012 projections covered the period to 2031 only. The 2015 series extends to 2043. 

2010 2013 2016 2018 2021 2026 2031

Medium Projection

Christchurch City 2010 Series 375,500       384,500       393,000       397,600       404,500       414,800       424,000       

2012 Series 376,700       364,700       375,600       380,900       389,000       401,800       413,300       

2015 Series 376,700       356,700       370,100       379,400       387,500       400,900       413,000       

2015 cf 2010 1,200 -27,800 -22,900 -18,200 -17,000 -13,900 -11,000

2015 cf 2010 % 0.3% -7.2% -5.8% -4.6% -4.2% -3.4% -2.6%

Waimakariri District 2010 Series 48,100         50,700         53,200         54,800         57,200         61,100         64,900         

2012 Series 47,600         50,000         52,900         54,500         57,200         61,300         65,200         

2015 Series 47,600         52,300         57,000         60,500         62,900         67,000         70,600         

2015 cf 2010 -500 1,600 3,800 5,700 5,700 5,900 5,700

2015 cf 2010 % -1.0% 3.2% 7.1% 10.4% 10.0% 9.7% 8.8%

Selwyn District 2010 Series 39,600         42,500         45,200         46,800         49,500         53,700         57,900         

2012 Series 39,600         43,300         46,400         48,100         50,800         55,300         59,700         

2015 Series 39,600         46,700         53,600         58,500         62,100         68,200         74,500         

2015 cf 2010 0 4,200 8,400 11,700 12,600 14,500 16,600

2015 cf 2010 % 0.0% 9.9% 18.6% 25.0% 25.5% 27.0% 28.7%

Combined TLAs 2010 Series 463,200       477,700       491,400       499,200       511,200       529,600       546,800       

2012 Series 463,900       458,000       474,900       483,500       497,000       518,400       538,200       

2015 Series 463,900       455,700       480,700       498,400       512,500       536,100       558,100       

2015 cf 2010 700 -22,000 -10,700 -800 1,300 6,500 11,300

2015 cf 2010 % 0.2% -4.6% -2.2% -0.2% 0.3% 1.2% 2.1%

Source: Statistics NZ February 2010; October 2012; and February 2015

http://www.stats.govt.nz/browse_for_stats/population/estimates_and_projections/subnational-population-projections-info-releases.aspx
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population loss which followed the earthquakes. By 2031, Christchurch City’s population 

is around -11,000 persons (-2.6%) below the 2010 projection. 

5.16 However, the latest projections are higher for both Waimakariri District and Selwyn 

District than in the earlier February 2010 series (medium projections). This reflects the 

outflow of population from Christchurch City to the adjacent districts, as well as the 

provision of residential land capacity, helping make these areas relatively attractive to 

households.  The projections show greater growth in the short and longer terms than 

previously indicated, especially in Selwyn District where the 2031 total projected 

population is nearly +29% (+16,600 persons) higher than previously. Projected 

population numbers in Waimakariri District are also above those previously projected, in 

the order of +10% (+5,700 persons) by 2018.  

5.17 The most recent total population projected for the three TLAs combined
36

 is lower than 

previously projected until about 2019, but thereafter the stronger growth in Waimakariri 

and Selwyn Districts would see total population higher than previously projected from 

around 2021. I have included in Attachment A the SNZ high and low projection series, 

using the same format. 

5.18 I also prepared local area level projections from the 2011 TLA scenarios, which 

indicated that household numbers in northern Christchurch would be -3% to -9% lower 

than previously estimated. Subsequently (in 2014), my company prepared for 

Christchurch City Council updated local area projections which were based on the SNZ 

2012 series. Those projections indicated more growth than previously in northern 

Christchurch in the areas closest to Belfast, in the order of 700 to 950 more households 

by 2021 (7-13%). These projections have not been updated to reflect the 2015 SNZ 

population projections, which show slightly lower population than the 2012 projections. 

5.19 In my view, the most recent population and household information, and the most recent 

projections do not represent a material change to the environment in which the Belfast 

centre was evaluated for the Environment Court hearing. The latest information, for 

northern Christchurch city and Waimakariri District, represents change in detail, but it 

does not significantly alter the current and expected future situation in the areas around 

the Belfast centre.  

5.20 Accordingly, in my view there has not been substantive change in either the planning 

framework, nor the market environment which would affect my conclusion from the 

2010 and 2011 studies which showed the proposed scale of development would be 

significantly out of kilter with its catchment. 
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Latest CBD Recovery Outlook 

5.21 In my supplementary statement to the Environment Court, I considered the post 

earthquake situation, with particular regard to the recovery of the CBD. Key issues were 

the need to serve population requirements, and need for a strong CBD. The location 

and timing of other retail development was an important consideration.  The outcomes 

were consistent with regard to both enablement and efficiency for the network, and the 

CBD recovery.  

5.22 The earthquakes had a massive impact on Christchurch’s central city, with 

destruction or major damage to buildings, facilities and infrastructure, and disruption 

to business and community activity. Many businesses were forced to re-locate to 

other premises or cease operations, and the workforce and tourist markets were 

very seriously weakened. While some central city businesses had sufficient 

financial resources to survive the disruption, many others have not, and have 

ceased operation permanently or re-located to new premises elsewhere. 

5.23 The recovery is under way but is still expected to take another 10-15 years, so the 

disruption will persist for some time yet. The recovery will be influenced by location 

decisions of central city businesses and their expectations of the retail and 

hospitality sector’s re-establishment and the future drawing power of the central city 

as a retail destination. These expectations will in turn be shaped by perceptions 

about the likely strength of competing centres and business areas, and the intent, 

direction and provisions of the planning environment in both the central city and 

other locations.  

5.24 The restoration of the CBD’s role as the main focus of commercial office activity, 

retail and services, government and household/community services is integral to the 

CBD recovery. To support this restoration, in my view it is important that some 

priority is placed on supporting the central city recovery, given the central city’s 

critical roles within the city and regional economies, and the vulnerability of the 

recovery to new developments in alternative locations.  

5.25 While considerable progress has been made in planning for the central city 

recovery, and important elements have been restored (such as Ballantynes, South 

City mall and Moorhouse) or established (the Restart Mall), and some mixed use 

development is under way, other capacity in the central city does not yet have a 

timeline or intended development path. 
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6. CONCLUSION 

6.1 Having considered the proposed policy framework, and the most recent market outlook, 

I consider that the Chapter 15 provisions relating to retail growth generally, and 

pertaining to the development of new KACs are generally appropriate. 

 
_________________ 
James Douglas Marshall Fairgray 
24 April 2015 
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ATTACHMENT A – SNZ POPULATION PROJECTION SERIES COMPARISONS 

  

 
 

2010 2013 2016 2018 2021 2026 2031

High Projection

Christchurch City 2010 Series 380,500       394,000       407,500       415,700       428,400       448,900       468,800       

2012 Series 376,700       367,500       390,000       399,400       414,000       438,300       462,000       

2015 Series 376,700       356,700       375,300       388,300       402,300       425,900       449,100       

2015 cf 2010 -3,800 -37,300 -32,200 -27,400 -26,100 -23,000 -19,700

2015 cf 2010 % -1.0% -9.5% -7.9% -6.6% -6.1% -5.1% -4.2%

Waimakariri District 2010 Series 49,300         53,100         56,900         59,300         63,000         69,300         75,600         

2012 Series 47,600         50,700         56,300         58,900         62,900         69,700         76,400         

2015 Series 47,600         52,300         58,900         63,600         67,900         75,400         82,800         

2015 cf 2010 -1,700 -800 2,000 4,300 4,900 6,100 7,200

2015 cf 2010 % -3.4% -1.5% 3.5% 7.3% 7.8% 8.8% 9.5%

Selwyn District 2010 Series 41,000         45,000         48,800         51,200         55,200         61,800         68,600         

2012 Series 39,600         44,000         49,800         52,400         56,600         63,700         71,000         

2015 Series 39,600         46,700         55,200         61,700         67,200         76,900         86,900         

2015 cf 2010 -1,400 1,700 6,400 10,500 12,000 15,100 18,300

2015 cf 2010 % -3.4% 3.8% 13.1% 20.5% 21.7% 24.4% 26.7%

Combined TLAs 2010 Series 470,800       492,100       513,200       526,200       546,600       580,000       613,000       

2012 Series 463,900       462,200       496,100       510,700       533,500       571,700       609,400       

2015 Series 463,900       455,700       489,400       513,600       537,400       578,200       618,800       

2015 cf 2010 -6,900 -36,400 -23,800 -12,600 -9,200 -1,800 5,800

2015 cf 2010 % -1.5% -7.4% -4.6% -2.4% -1.7% -0.3% 0.9%

Source: Statistics NZ February 2010; October 2012; and February 2015

http://www.stats.govt.nz/browse_for_stats/population/estimates_and_projections/subnational-population-projections-info-releases.aspx

2010 2013 2016 2018 2021 2026 2031

Low Projection

Christchurch City 2010 Series 370,200       374,800       378,600       379,600       381,100       381,700       380,600       

2012 Series 376,700       361,900       361,300       362,500       364,100       365,800       365,600       

2015 Series 376,700       356,700       364,800       370,400       372,500       375,600       376,900       

2015 cf 2010 6,500 -18,100 -13,800 -9,200 -8,600 -6,100 -3,700

2015 cf 2010 % 1.8% -4.8% -3.6% -2.4% -2.3% -1.6% -1.0%

Waimakariri District 2010 Series 46,700         48,200         49,600         50,400         51,500         53,100         54,400         

2012 Series 47,600         49,400         49,600         50,400         51,400         53,000         54,200         

2015 Series 47,600         52,300         55,300         57,300         57,900         58,400         58,500         

2015 cf 2010 900 4,100 5,700 6,900 6,400 5,300 4,100

2015 cf 2010 % 1.9% 8.5% 11.5% 13.7% 12.4% 10.0% 7.5%

Selwyn District 2010 Series 38,400         40,300         41,700         42,500         43,800         45,800         47,600         

2012 Series 39,600         42,700         43,100         43,900         45,000         46,800         48,600         

2015 Series 39,600         46,700         51,700         55,400         56,900         59,600         62,200         

2015 cf 2010 1,200 6,400 10,000 12,900 13,100 13,800 14,600

2015 cf 2010 % 3.1% 15.9% 24.0% 30.4% 29.9% 30.1% 30.7%

Combined TLAs 2010 Series 455,300       463,300       469,900       472,500       476,400       480,600       482,600       

2012 Series 463,900       454,000       454,000       456,800       460,500       465,600       468,400       

2015 Series 463,900       455,700       471,800       483,100       487,300       493,600       497,600       

2015 cf 2010 8,600 -7,600 1,900 10,600 10,900 13,000 15,000

2015 cf 2010 % 1.9% -1.6% 0.4% 2.2% 2.3% 2.7% 3.1%

Source: Statistics NZ February 2010; October 2012; and February 2015

http://www.stats.govt.nz/browse_for_stats/population/estimates_and_projections/subnational-population-projections-info-releases.aspx


